BW Bows – Making Archery Affordable and Easy
Instructions
“Take-Down or Long Bows “Light Weight”
The “Light Weight Bows – The Youth Camo, The Stinging Turtle Bow and The Delilah Bow are awesome handmade
survival weapons. You might already know how to operate a take-down bow but I am going to provide you with a
few tips just in case this is your first bow.
NOTE: If you purchased the Delilah Bow you can skip the assembly part of the instructions. The Delilah Bow is not
a take-down bow. It is a one piece long bow and needs no assembly.
Assembly: This bow consist of two pieces, the top and the bottom. The bottom piece is the piece with the arrow
guide attached to the side. Make sure the top of each side is lined up and put the top into the bottom. Now just
push the top into the bottom and make sure the tops, where sting attaches, are lined up straight. BEFORE
PUTTING TOGETHER A TAKE DOWN BOW LIKE THE TURTLE BOW CHECK TO SEE IF YOU NEED VASELINE ON THE
MALE END OF THE BOW. IF YOU PUT IT TOGETHER WITH EASE DON’T WORRY ABOUT VASELINE BUT IF IT HARD TO
GET IN USE A LITTLE VASELINE SO IT WILL COME APART WITH EASE. If you have any question please let me know.
Stringing: Place one end of the string into the slot at the top of the bow. Place the end with the string already
attached on the ground. To bend the bow, so you can attach the string to the other end, place your left foot
through the string and your right foot behind the end on the ground and push The light weight bows are really
easy to sting but you do have to put press to on the bow to get the loop over the end.. The best thing to do is take
a look at the utube video if you are having problems with stringing the bow. The string should be tight and
straight. http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=m6AKX96cFP4
Please watch this to see how to string a recurve bow http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=UPkXRtNHQfY
The Arrow: These arrows are target arrows and only for immediate use after receiving your bow. As I said you
need to buy a few arrows. When shooting the arrows make sure the fletch/feather single color fletch is pointing
outward so the two sold color feathers will go through the arrow guide. This is very important for allowing the
arrow to go straight. If you have any problems just drop me an email or call.
Make sure to release the arrow smoothly. Let me encourage you to just keeping practicing and watch a few videos
on how to shoot a bow and arrow if you are having problems.
I really do hope you have a great time with this thing. If you have any question please just send me an email and I
will see what I can do to help. Remember this is not a toy so please be careful.
Sincerely Bob Wilkerson 805-975-7421
Helpful Videos
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=p9m952PWgB0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=gmdw_Ol0qbs
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_detailpage&v=wESnn1ox85U
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